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MOTIVATION1

• Severe convective weather phenomena are mainly associated with mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) (Houze, 2004; Zheng et al.,
2013) , and MCSs exhibit different forms if different techniques of detection and identification are employed.

• On satellite infrared images, MCSs often appear as cold-cloud shields (CCSs) with a certain temporal and spatial scale (Ai et al., 2016;
Meng et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2008).

• Roberts and Rutledge (2003) found that the precursor signal of convection initiation (CI) can be captured on satellites, suggesting that
the entire process of MCS development, from convection initiation to MCS formation, maturation and dissipation, can be tracked in a
continuous manner (Ai et al., 2016; Zhang X. et al., 2021).



DATA & METHODOLOGY2
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RESULTS3

• The QS MCSs primarily occur in July and August and are mainly initiated in the afternoon. The OM MCSs mostly occur in June and July with two

initiation peaks at noon and late night, respectively.

• QS MCSs are mainly initiated in mountainous areas and caused by local thermal effects, while OM MCSs are mostly triggered in plain areas, which is

related to synoptic circulation forcing.



RESULTS3

• The trajectories of QS (OM) MCSs are classified into 4 (3) paths using k-means algorithm.

• Convections are initiated in mountainous areas and propagate to the plains.

• The OM MCSs move faster than the QS MCSs and mostly propagate eastward.



RESULTS3

• All three features of QS-MCSs show no

obvious differences among different

months, but for OM-MCSs, the durations

and maximum extents vary notably from

month to month.

• In general, the longer the durations of the

MCSs are, the larger the maximum extents

and the colder the cloud tops.



RESULTS3

• The lowest temperatures of QS MCSs mainly appear in the afternoon, while the appearances of the lowest temperatures of OM MCSs are mainly

distributed from the afternoon to the evening, without no obvious peaks.

• The lowest temperatures (the maximum extents) of the QS MCSs appear 4.43 h (6.03 h) after initiation, while the lowest temperatures (maximum

extents) of the OM MCSs appear 6.8 h (9.21 h) after initiation



RESULTS3

QS MCS OM MCS

P1
(128 days)

165 / 1.31 112 / 0.88

P2
(66 days)

43 / 0.65 48 / 0.72

P3 
(91 days)

119 / 1.31 27 / 0.3

• P1 is the typical circulation of the Mei-yu front. In P2, the middle reaches of the YRB are basically under the control of the northwesterly. In P3, the

middle reaches of the YRB are under the control of the weak southerly.

• The occurrence frequency of P1 favors June and July, and that of P2 favors late July and August. The occurrence frequency of OM MCSs peaks in late

June or early July, and that of QS MCSs peaks variously in different years.
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RESULTS3

• The low-level wind speed in P1 is relatively high, and the MCS initiations in P1 may be accompanied by low-level jets, which is more favorable for OM

MCS initiation and propagation.

• The circulation in P2 is dominated by northwesterlies with a relatively stable layer in the low-level troposphere.

• Surface solar heating in P3 establishes a dry-adiabatic layer and further lowers the stability.



CONCLUSIONS

• During the warm seasons of 2018–2021, 524 QS MCSs and 276 OM MCSs are identified in the middle reaches of the YRB. Among the four kinds of main

moving paths (i.e., northeast kind, southeast kind, northwest kind and southwest kind) of QS MCSs, the occurrence frequency in the southeast kind is the

highest. The QS MCSs are mostly initiated over mountainous areas and then propagate to the plains. The moving trajectories of OM MCSs are classified into

three kinds of paths, namely, the northeast kind, the southeast kind and the southwest kind, among which the southeast kind has the largest amount of OM

MCSs.

• The QS MCSs primarily occur in July and August and are mainly initiated in the afternoon (0600–0700 UTC). The OM MCSs mostly occur in June and July with

two initiation peaks at noon (0300–0500 UTC) and late night (1800–1900 UTC), respectively, corresponding to the afternoon peak and morning peak of the

typical precipitation associated with Mei-yu fronts. QS MCSs are mainly initiated in mountainous areas, while OM MCSs are mostly triggered in plain areas.

• The OM MCSs move faster than the QS MCSs and mostly propagate eastward. The durations and maximum extents of QS MCSs show no obvious differences

among different months, while those of OM MCSs vary among different months. The lowest brightness temperatures of QS MCSs mostly appear in the

afternoon (0800–0900 UTC), but those of the OM MCSs exhibit no obvious diurnal variation. Compared to the OM MCSs, the QS MCSs show notable diurnal

variation in intensity and develop more rapidly.

• Circulations at 0000 UTC of 285 MCS days, without direct influences from tropical cyclones, are classified into 3 patterns using the k-means algorithm. The

composite circulation of P1 is consistent with the typical circulation of the Mei-yu front, and those of P2 and P3 are dominated by the northwesterly and the

weak southerly, respectively. The mean initiation frequencies of the QS MCSs in P1 and P3 are the same and that in P2 is the lowest. The OM MCSs are

initiated the most in P1, followed by P2, and they are initiated the least in P3.

• Analysis of the environmental conditions favorable for MCS initiation in the three circulation patterns suggests that a) the low-level wind speed in P1 is

relatively high, and the MCS initiations in P1 may be accompanied by low-level jets, which is more favorable for OM MCS initiation and propagation; b) the

circulation in P2 is dominated by northwesterlies with a relatively stable layer in the low-level troposphere; and c) surface solar heating in P3 establishes a dry-

adiabatic or even a superadiabatic layer and further lowers the stability.
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TAKE-HOME MESSAGES

• The initiations of mesoscale convective systems are backward tracked through a hybrid method of areal overlapping 

and optical flow.

• Quasistationary and outward-moving mesoscale convective systems show notable differences in initiation and 

developments.

• A synoptic circulation pattern associated with the Mei-yu front is most favorable for the initiation of mesoscale 

convective systems.
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